Formation of nanosized organic molecular crystals on engineered surfaces.
The pharmaceutical industry has great interest in organic molecular nanosized crystals because their enhanced solubility and dissolution rate can potentially enhance drug bioavailability. In this work, patterned engineered surfaces were used to crystallize glycine with a lateral dimension below 200 nm in a confined volume while controlling supersaturation. Bifunctional patterned surfaces with hydrophilic islands, as small as 500 nm, surrounded by hydrophobic regions were prepared using lithography and self assembled monolayers. Individual glycine crystals under 200 nm were formed from the confined solutions wetting each hydrophilic island, while supersaturation was controlled by slow antisolvent diffusion. Individual crystals were characterized with AFM and Raman spectroscopy and determined to be the metastable beta form. The solubility enhancement as a function of crystal size was measured, and the solubility of crystals with a radius of 100 nm or less was estimated.